
Small College Football History 

By Tex Noel 

It has been stated: you can find almost anything on the web, if you know where to 

search for it. 

The keyword here is ALMOST. 

Say, you’re a college football fan…countless sites have been created and ready for your 

viewing pleasure—if you you’re team or Alma mater plays on the highest level there is, 

Bowl Subdivision. 

Does this mean that if you went to a Championship Subdivision, NCAA II, NCAA III or 

NAIA school that you would have to go that school’s website to learn of that particular 

school’s college football history…yes and no! 

More often than not, the latter reply is what many college football fans have discovered 

that not all of a particular school’s accomplishments can be found with the pages of 

“my dear old Alma mater!” 

So, with this in mind, what is a fan or alumnus to do? 

The website Small College Football History http://www.best-all-time.com/small-

college-football-history.html has not only answered such questions; but also provided 

fans, historians, media in depth look back at the rich and rewarding history of 

Divisional College Football. 

Highlighting the various historical content off the site include: 

 Historical which tells the story of accomplishments from various time periods 

and also angles on a particular topic; often by one who saw the even take 

place…as it goes from highlighting a team’s best season in its history; to a 

breakdown of origin of divisional play…from recent history to accomplishments 

in the 1890s? 

 National Champions this page will highlight teams that won their 

championship on the field against a team from its own class—and not by a 

computer program. 

 Current FYI list weekly highlights of divisional teams, players, coaches; 

highlighted by the weekly release: “Lighting-up the Scoreboard” of teams as the 

progress towards 500+ points during the weekly postseason action—and more. 

 Teams stories and accomplishments of teams below BSD, from a historical 

perspective. 

 Coaches the leaders of teams and the leadership they provide and have deeds 

that they have been a part of. 
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 Post Season Records did you miss a score from the past or curious if your 

team established the mark for most yards rushing in a game? This page will 

have scores and playoff game standards for all NCAA and NAIA participants. 

With the ECAC Bowl game scores also being provided. 

 Football Friends this site will provide you with various outlooks from our 

friends who also have a college football website—be sure you go by them and 

check their work and presentation of college football history. 

 Poll StatResearch will provide you with a look at the teams appearing in a 

respective final divisional poll 

 From the bookshelf: Small College Football Histories this site will have 

books written with the focus on small college…feel-free to email me if you know 

of any other books that should be on the virtual shelf. 

One area that is in the works for the future will be a separate page for each 

division: NCAA CSD, II, III; NAIA (I and II as well); NCCAA, HBCU, College Division 

and Mid-Major Schools. 

Listed on these pages will be annual leaders and a focus more content towards 

teams that play in the divisions above. 

Thoughts…comments or feedback or suggestions please email me. 

Let’s work together and make Small College Football History the #1 site on 

the web for this type of content. 

Thank you to all who have visited in the past—please come back and bring 

your friends. 

Come visit us at http://www.best-all-time.com/small-college-football-

history.html . 
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